
 

Ecology Stories

Diversity is a basic feature of life. When we get up in the morning, we choose among 
our assortment of socks; we may choose among a number of kinds of breakfast ce-
real; we choose the route to work or school. Diversity is also a key part of play: we 
assemble music play lists, admire how different positions on a football Team play, 
collect stamps and Pokemon cards. There is a reason we use the words “richness” and 
“diversity” in similar ways, and that zoos, parks, and front yards with a rich variety of 
plants and animals catch Your eye .

The Art & Science of Ecology
Episode One: What is Biodiversity?

 The ant ecologist Dr. E. O. Wilson wrote that 
we humans were born with a fascination with 
diversity. He called this fascination Biophilia. 
Wilson—an ecologist with a poet’s heart—
described Biophilia as “the innate tendency 
to focus on life and life like processes…to 
explore and affiliate with life is a deep and 
complicated process…our existence depends 
on this propensity, our spirit is woven from 
it, hope rises on its currents.” Growing up, 
Wilson’s biophilia had him chasing snakes and 
lizards in Mobile, Alabama. Increasingly, his 
biophilia turned to ants and other insects 
that he called “the Little things that run the 
world”.
Wilson, E. O. 1984. Biophilia. Harvard University Press, 

Cambridge, Mass.

What is Biophilia?

Welcome to the Art & Science of Biodiversity
BiODiversity is so Woven into our lives and our Future, every citizen of Planet Earth 
should know something about how we recognize it, how it Works, and the team of 
scientists who make it their life’s work. But before we get ahead of ourselves, we’d 
like to introduce ourselves...
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Mike’s biophilia sent him to the university of Nebraska and then to the University of 
Arizona to train to become a scientist. Debby’s biophilia sent her to the California 
College of the Arts, and then to parks and nature preserves in the Bay Area with bin-
oculars and a sketchbook. We all find our biophilia in our own way. Everyone’s path is 
different.

I’m an ecologist. I study the way plants, ani-
mals, and microbes live in their environments. 
Growing up in the heart of the suburbs, my 
biophilia started with models of space ships 
and plastic dinosaurs. Soon I was chasing 
after grasshoppers and watching ant colo-
nies. Luckily, I had teachers that loved birds 
(here I’m holding a baby upland sandpiper). 
Soon I was counting the birds in our neigh-
borhood of neat little houses and tidy green 
lawns. at first there were only five species: 
house sparrows, starlings, blue jays, robins, 
and crows. when the first Baltimore Oriole 
showed up, Neighborhood bird biodiversity in-
creased by 20%!

I’m an artist with a lifelong fasci-
nation with biodiversity. I spent my 
childhood turning over rocks and 
catching lizards, snakes, and bugs, 
kept pet chickens, and obsessively 
watched and drew birds. early on, I 
aspired to be an ornithologist, but 
sensibly migrated to the arts, build-
ing a career in illustration. Here I am 
at age 12, teaching myself taxidermy by 
skinning a roadkilled meadowlark. to 
their credit, my parents didn’t object 
when i did stuff like this. 

Your Hosts: Debby & Mike

Mike

debby
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biodiversity defined
Each person’s pursuit of biophilia leads to a discovery: some places are richer in ani-
mals and plants and microbes, others less so. This discovery is captured in the word 
“biodiversity”. In biodiversity, we count and compare the kinds of living things in a 
place. The resulting number is a measure of a place’s Biodiversity. To get to that num-
ber requires careful study. For example, generations of ant scientists on Barro Colo-
rado Island in Panama have, altogether, counted about 400 species of ants living in 
its rainforests. Both of US have seen 102 species of birds around our house in Norman 
Oklahoma. Microbiologists estimate there may be 50,000 species of bacteria in a gram 
of soil*. Biodiversity can vary a lot depending on what you are counting, and where.

So, Biodiversity begins with counts of species. Which leads to the next question, what 
is a species and how do we recognize different species?
*Roesch LF and colleagues, ISME J. 2007 Aug; 1(4):283-90. WHAT IS THIS? ITS THE SCIENTIFIC JOURNAL 
WHERE THE MICROBIOLOGIST LF ROESCH AND COLLEAGUES MADE THIS ESTIMATE ABOUT BACTERIAL BIODIVERSITY. 
SCIENTISTS GIVE CREDIT WHERE CREDIT IS DUE!

Taxonomists define species
Taxonomists are scientists whose job it is to recognize and name species, building a 
catalogue of biodiversity. They do so by becoming so familiar with a group—be it ants, 
birds, grasses, or microbes—that they recognize consistent differences among them. 
differences used to tell apart species are called characters.

Taxonomists often Travel to remote places to find species no one has seen before. 
They work in museums—biodiversity storehouses—where they compare specimens that 
were collected all over the world, and in doing so, discover and name new species.

meet Andrea Lucky-Portrait of a Taxonomist
Dr. Andrea Lucky is a biodiversity scientist at the 
University of Florida who specializes on ants. We 
talked to her about her job as a taxonomist work-
ing on these tiny creatures.

“Ants are often a delight to work on because of 
the sheer diversity of forms they present. Using 
a microscope, many visual characters are useful 
to tell ant species apart. We use the size of their 
antennaE, the spines and hairs that cover bodies, 
even their ridges, wrinkles, and nubbly textures are 
often specific to individual species.”
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Genus Genus + species

Six species from the genus Ranitomeya Six frogs from the species Ranitomeya sirensis 

Taxonomists give every Critter two names: 
Genus and species
All Critters—plant, animal, or microbe—have a first name and last name. The genus 
groups all Critters that descended from a common ancestor and That show some unique, 
defining feature. The Genus is sort of An extended family of closely related Species. 

these poison dart frogs—so named for the poisons on their skin that native Ameri-
cans used to tip their arrows—all belong to the genus Ranitomeya. On the left we see 
six species from this genus—each distinct in its own way. To the right are six individuals 
from the genus Ranitomeya. all belong to the species Ranitomeya sirensis. The species is 
the end of the taxonomic line—there is no smaller group. Most taxonomists think that 
members of a species generate healthy, viable offspring when they mate with each other, 
but not with different species from the same genus.

By now you may have noticed in the caption below another rule taxonomists use (and 
taxonomists can be very fussy): when referring to a particular species, the genus is 
capitalized, the species is not, and both are printed in italics. 
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taxonomy using visible characters

American Lady Butterfly
Vanessa virginiensis

Largest forewing spot is 
pale orange

White spot in forewing, 
dorsal side

Row of hindwing eye-
spots with blue “pupils”

White spot Notch in the upper 
forewing

All this means that when you measure biodiversity in your yard, a local park, or a 
pond, you need to practice learning how to identify the species that live there. That 
leads to a second job of taxonomists, translating their studies of a group of or-
ganisms and how to tell them apart (they are, after all, experts) so that non spe-
cialists, like you and we two, can recognize them.

Take, for example This common Butterfly of North America, Vanessa virginiensis, 
(also know by the English name ‘American Lady’). A taxonomist can tell this species 
from any other by their unique set of characters: collections of features that al-
low anyone to identify that species. No other known species has the exact list of 
characters of our Vanessa virginiensis, including tiny things like that white spot on 
the front wing. Taxonomists spend a good deal of their working lives looking for 
these unique sets of characters (we told you they were fussy). 

OK, let’s try another example. Now we need to tell apart two species from the genus 
Sturnella: the eastern meadowlark (Sturnella magna) and the western meadowlark 
(Sturnella neglecta). Meadowlarks are chunky birds of North American grasslands. 
Their English name captures something about where they’re found, magna in the east-
ern grasslands and neglecta in the western grasslands. Both can be found living to-
gether in the middle of the continent. The story behind the names? Sturnella magna 
was found first by European taxonomists who named it in 1758 after its size (its name 
translates to “large little starling”). Sturnella neglecta was discovered and named 
second (1844), but only after a taxonomist started to notice characters that differed 
from the eastern meadowlark. Small differences, that had, up to that point, been...
well...“neglecta’ed”. 
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Eastern Meadowlark
Sturnella magna

Western Meadowlark
Sturnella neglecta

White malar Yellow malar

A tad more white in the 
outer tail feathers

A tad less white in the 
outer tail feathers

Shorter song! Longer song!

traditional taxonomy using
 invisible characters

These differences, as we demonstrate, can be found in the white of the tail, and wheth-
er the malar “mustache” is white (=magna) or yellow (=neglecta). Both, as you can imag-
ine, would be difficult to tell apart when the meadowlark is sitting on a fence post 
100 meters away. Which leads us to the third character: the bird’s song. Debby the art-
ist, is also Debby the musician, and transcribed the songs of both species into musical 
notes for us. Sturnella magna has a short song that sounds like a rusty gate hinge 
(CREEEKK!). Sturnella Neglecta’s song is longer and bubblier. You can imagine Euro-
pean ornithologists wandering the prairies of Nebraska, and seeing what looked to be 
the same bird species singing very different songs and wondering “Why would they do 
that?”.
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So, taxonomists working to define a species, often search for the same characters 
that allow their study organism mate with other members of the same species. In 
insects, this often means looking at <blush> parts of their genitalia, which can be 
remarkably different among species in the same Genus.
 

Andrea Lucky (Continued)

Reproductive characters are often used to define species.

Butterfly Genitalia

Taxonomists love reproductive characters—those used by individuals of the same spe-
cies to find each other when they are ready to mate. these characters accomplish two 
of the taxonomist’s biggest goals: to reliably tell species apart, and to ensure that 
the species find other members of the same species. 

“And of course, like other taxonomists, we take 3D pictures of their genitalia.”
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The orchids are a family of plants Found all around the World. taxonomists reckon 
Orchids are made up of at least 28,000 species. Taxonomists Discover many of their 
characters from an orchid’s flowers. For those who think “tulip” or “daisy” when they 
imagine flowers, orchid flowers are a surprise. In orchids, common flower parts, like 
petals and anthers, are modified to form bizarre structures painted with a variety of 
colors and that release a variety of scents. All of these modifications combine to 
attract insects who, after they visit the flower, leave with a dose of pollen from the 
orchid. The orchid hopes its pollen will be deposited in another flower of the same 
species, where it will fertilize what will become that flower’s offspring.

One way orchids do this is by producing flowers that imitate the reproductive char-
acters—the color, shape, scent—of its preferred species of pollinator—a bee, fly, 
beetle, or butterfly. Sneaky! Meanwhile, our pollinator (who, after all, just wants to 
find its mate!) is fooled into a close encounter with An orchid flower. The pollinator 
leaves unsatisfied, but not before the orchid has discretely attached some pollen. 

More Reproductive Characters:
orchids and their pollinators
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when a species’ characters Reside in its genes
Featuring the Ecologists Dan Janzen and Winnie Hallwachs

The team of Dr. Dan Janzen and Dr. 
Winnie Hallwachs lead a large crew 
of naturalists in Guanacaste, Costa 
Rica. One of their goals is to re-
veal the butterfly biodiversity of 
this dry tropical forest.

Since caterpillars Grow into but-
terflies (and caterpillars are eas-
ier to catcH!) Hallwachs and Janzen 
study not just the adult but-
terflies, but also their caterpil-
lars and the plants they eat. This 
provides important information 
for taxonomists, because—like the 
meadowlark’s song—a key charac-
ter is a behavior: what their cater-
pillars eat. Butterfly species often 
search out and lay their eggs on 
only a handful of plant species—
their host plants—that the cater-
pillars can eat (like taxonomists, 
caterpillars, can be fussy).

The challenge for butterfly tax-
onomists is that caterpillars look 
nothing like the adults they will become. So, To understand the taxonomy of Guana-
caste Butterflies, Janzen and Hallwachs and their team describe the entire life Cycle 
of a butterfly, starting with searching out and carefully examining the host plant 
species for caterpillars that are eating them. Janzen, Hallwachs, and their team have 
been studying Guanacaste butterflies this way for Decades.

In one study, They collected and raised 2,500 caterpillars from what they thought 
were 10 different species based on their color patterns. However when these cater-
pillars grew to adult butterflies, all resembled one widespread butterfly SPe-
cies! Astraptes fulgerator was well known. Taxonomists had described the butterfly 
250 years earlier. 

Janzen and Hallwach’s team thus faced a fascinating Puzzle. Were these caterpillars 
just different colors—each with their own plant species for food—of the one but-
terfly species? Or did the early taxonomists get it wrong, and all the Telling char-
acters were in the caterpillars, not the butterflies they would come to be?
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Sometimes the visible characters of plants and animals lead you to their species. But 
sometimes (maybe often) there is much more diversity than meets the eye. Only the 
genes will tell us.

Hebert, P. D. N., E. H. Penton, J. M. Burns, D. H. Janzen, and W. Hallwachs. 2004. Ten species in one: DNA bar-
coding reveals cryptic species in the neotropical skipper butterfly Astraptes fulgerator. PNAS 101:14812-

14817.

To find out, the team started with the idea that all the members of A species have 
genes that are more similar to each other than to any other species. Working with 
biodiversity scientist Paul Hebert, they plucked a single leg (and the genes inside) 
from butterflies they had grown from each of the 10 different kinds of caterpillar. 
TheN They chemically analyzed and read the DNA that made up the genes. THis solved 
the mystery: they found 10 different kinds of gene, each which matched that from 
one of the 10 caterpillars to that in the adult they grew up to be! What had long ap-
peared to be one species based on characters from adult butterflies, was in fact 10 
different species when you matched genes of caterpillars to Adults!
                                            

Astraptes “fulgerator”

=

=

=

=
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Astraptes lohamp

Astraptes loncho

Astraptes byttner

Astraptes yessenn



Why it’s important to tell species apart
Taxonomists are the folks that discover and communicate the Diversity of life on Earth 
to the rest of the world. This catalogue of biodiversity allows us to recognize all the 
species that provide us food, the plants that provide us medicine, and to distinguish the 
useful or harmless bacteria and Fungi from those that can cause illness. For example, 
Take a look at these two bugs (insects with needles for mouthparts they use to pierce 
their prey). Although they look alike, their lifestyles are very different.  

Pseliopus barberi skulks around on vegetation and uses its needle-beak to skewer and 
suck out the insides of caterpillars. If you grow tomatoes, you like this bug (although it 
has A nasty bite).

Its cousin Triatoma sanguisuga uses its needle-beak to drink the blood of its victims 
(usually when they are asleep and usually on the face, hence its common name “kiss-
ing bug”). Unfortunately for a human victim, as the bug feeds it poops out the parasite 
TRypanosoma cruzi (yep, the story gets worse). If that poop gets in the wound (say if 
the victim, on awaking, scratches her face) the parasite infects the victim causing Chagas 
disease, a serious illness that can damage the heart. The cone-nosed kissing bug is one 
dangerous Bug among a much larger group of harmless and helpful Bugs.

Luckily, taxonomists do the detailed work that helps us tell them apart. 

Orange Assassin Bug
Pseliopus barberi

Eastern Bloodsucking
Conenose- a.k.a. “Kissing 

Bug
Triatoma sanguisuga

Harmless to humans. Beneficial pred-
ator of other garden insects.

bites humans and other warm-blooded 
vertebrates. Transmits Chagas Disease, 

Know your bugs!
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Do a biodiversity survey of your 
refrigerator. How many species 
of plants are in your crispers? 
In the doors? in the freezer? 
How many species did you eat for 
dinner last night? and what’s 
that purple stuff growing on 
the watermelon?

We’ll give Dr. Lucky The Last Word:
“One of our favorite genera of ants is Nylanderia, which is full of species that resemble 
one another: brownish, medium sized, with smooth bodies and stout hairs. Like the cat-
erpillars of the butterfly Astraptes fulgerator, Nylanderia also naturally vary from 
place to place in small ways making microscope-based 
visual taxonomy a challenge. That’s why we also use genes 
to tell species apart, and Determine how they’re related.

Taxonomically challenging taxa like Nylanderia remind us 
how much we depend on taxonomy, because without a clear 
connection between individual animals and species name we 
can’t easily study or protect species. We also need taxon-
omy to discover species that are being imported from their 
original habitat, sometime continents away, which can be-
come problems to their invaded ecosystems. As experts on 
Nylanderia, we work with insect identifiers whose job it is 
to inspect cargo coming off of planes and ships, and help 
them distinguish Nylanderia that are native, from those 
that are being brought in.”

Do this at home!

Mike and Debby would Like to thank 
All the taxonomists who catalogue bio-
diversity on Planet Earth, especially Dr. 
Lucky. Tom Kaspari and Lauren NiemanN 
were kind editors. THe National Science 
Foundation helped fund the writing (DEB 
1702426). 
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License.
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